business with him... But he receives all the visiting firemen. 1945 H. S. TRUMAN in M. Truman Harry S. TRUMAN (1971)

2. A call made by means of a visit, or the act of visiting.

1956 Inter. London Dec. 18, 21, 25, 26 (leading) (Fr.) The number of these visits has increased in recent years.


b. The visit of a scholar or similar visiting scientist.

1533 ASCRAM in Lett. Lit. Misc. Camden (16) The Visitors have been established at the university of Cambridge (1). The schola

t. The study of divinity, law, or science.


2. A visit made to a school, hospital, or similar institution.

1783 Whately in Life (1861) I. 1. In certain Colleges.

3. The act of visiting, or the state of being visited.

1921 Visitation. 606 THE APPOINTMENT OF THE VISITORS.
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VISITATORIAL, a. (See also visitation.)